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Rumours have been flying about an official Google-made browser for years; this week, they were finally proved to be true. 

The search company announced Chrome (www.google.com/chrome), its own attempt to make software that will compete directly with the market leader, Microsoft's Internet Explorer.

For many millions of people, Internet Explorer (IE) is the web. But in the geek universe, it's just one among many browser applications. Google's Chrome brings another alternative into an already crowded marketplace.

Google says it's offering a lot of new ideas, like searching from the address bar, a clever home page with many web pages on it, and "incognito mode" for times when you don't want your web browsing recorded.

But all of these have been done before, by other alternative browsers like Firefox and Safari. 

What Chrome does have is a new underlying software architecture that makes it more stable than the rest. That, and it has the enormous clout of Google behind it - and that last fact alone will help it be a success, no matter what the features are like. 

Some critics question Google's motives. Is it really just building a browser, or trying to take a swipe at arch-rivals Microsoft? Could Chrome be a direct attack on Windows itself?

Maybe, but not for the foreseeable future. Chrome does look like an interesting new option, and will doubtless appeal to the geek community. But until it's bundled with a computer as the default web browser - something Microsoft will surely never allow on Windows machines - it's only going to be yet another item on the list of IE alternatives.

If you want to see what the fuss is about, download Chrome (Windows only, for the time being) from www.google.com/chrome. For more technical detail explained in simple terms, read the Chrome comic (blogoscoped.com/google-chrome), specially commissioned by the development team to explain what’s going on.


+ Happy birthday to GNU +

Everybody say "Happy birthday!" to GNU! GNU stands for "GNU's Not Unix", and it's a hugely successful free computer operating system, created by Richard Stallman 25 years ago. Comedian and gentleman Stephen Fry is also a computer nerd, and recorded a short video to wish GNU many happy returns. Fry explains some very geeky things in his typically affable and amusing manner. You can watch it at www.gnu.org/fry.

+ Now for London 2012 +

The Beijing Olympic Games are barely over, and already attention is turning to the next Games in London, 2012. The official site has a new project on the go called Storymaps (www.london2012.com/storymaps), which tells stories about athletes and the Olympic site in north east London using interactive maps. Find out about archaeology that’s been found at the site, and how the completed Olympic village will look.

+ Got your netbook? +

There’s a new trend in laptop design, known as the “netbook”. Netbooks are very small laptops with screens just eight or nine inches across. They don’t have hard disks, and depend on flash memory drives instead. They’re supposed to be small, light, and cheap. Asus started the rush last year with its Eee machine; now hardware giant Dell is catching up with the Inspiron Mini 9, a very portable machine for just £300. Check out the details at dell.com. 


+ Browsing around ... Lego

:: The official home of all things Lego
www.lego.com

:: Fans who build old-style spaceships
www.classic-space.com

:: Lugnet, for enthusiastic enthusiasts
www.lugnet.com

:: Bricksmith, virtual Lego building for the Mac
bricksmith.sourceforge.net

:: The Brick Testament: a Lego bible
www.thebricktestament.com

:: Brick Link, the second-hand Lego marketplace
www.bricklink.com


+ Thing of the week +

Bananas on the streets of London. Because someone had to do it.
www.londonbananas.com


+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +
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